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no part in the colonizing movement.1 They retained among
their religious observances one rite derived from Epidauros 2 :
the worship of Damia and Auxesia, two venerable images of
olive-wood, hi kneeling posture, round which choruses of
women, with men as leaders and conductors, danced and chaffed
each other; a typical fertility-rite, " both for the fruits of
the earth and the fertility of mankind " like the Thesmophoria.
Hence the images are of olive-wood—the all-important tree;
they are kneeling because Greek women were often delivered
in that posture3; Auxesia is " the Giver of Increase ",
Damia the Latin Subigo ; and the insults are " for luck ", to
avert the jealousy of the unseen powers, in the ordinary way.
But of all these central-Greek sea-coast states the best
known to us is Athens ; if only because her later achievements
prompted much fourth century scholarly research. The state
was, in fact, obscure and backward at this time, and remains
entirely undistinguished until its swift and remarkable emer-
gence in the sixth century. Still, the very suddenness of
that emergence is evidence that foundations had been well
laid, and in fact the early Athenians had already given proof
that even among lonians they were men of no common quality.
Their " Dipylon " pottery, if convention-ridden and stereotyped
like all Greek pottery of its age, is magnificent as craftsman-
ship, both of potter and painter; and, above all, they had
achieved a united Attica.
How striking a feat this was can be realized by comparing
the Athenian achievement with those of other states ; Boiotia,
Argos, even Sparta. In the first of these we find willing union
of a group of cities, indeed, but always a certain friction:
suspicion on the part of the lesser cities about the intentions
of Thebes, and at Thebes, the acknowledged leader, both a
natural human desire to increase the city's own power—
irXeovf-Krelv—and an equally human self-righteous impatience
of " disloyal" elements, and a readiness to use force to compel
1 Cf. Paus. viii, 5, 5, for inland trade with Arkadia by mule caravans, as
well as coasting traffic ; and Str. viii, p. 376, for " Aiginetan merchandise "
as a name for mixed trade goods.
2 Hdt. v, 83.	3 Cf. Homeric Hymn to Dettan Apollo, X16-1T.

